Lack of mutations of the telomerase RNA component in familial papillary thyroid cancer with short telomeres.
The occurrence of familial papillary thyroid cancer (FPTC) is well established but no susceptibility genes for this disease have been discovered. Our group has recently demonstrated that patients with FPTC have shorter telomeres, not associated with mutations in telomerase reverse transcriptase, gene than patients with sporadic papillary thyroid cancer (SPTC), healthy subjects (HS), and unaffected family members (UFMs). Several diseases, however, have short telomeres associated with mutations in the telomerase RNA component (TERC) gene or in the shelterin complex (POT1, RAP1, TIN2, TPP1, TRF1, and TRF2) genes. The objective of the present study was to verify whether short telomeres observed in FPTC patients were related to mutations in TERC or shelterin genes. Sixty-six patients with FPTC, 46 UFMs, 111 patients with SPTC, and 153 HS were analyzed by polymerase chain reaction followed by denaturing high performance liquid chromatography analysis and direct sequencing for the presence of TERC or shelterin gene mutations. When present, single-nucleotide polymorphisms were tested by χ(2) analysis at the genotypic, allelic, and haplotypic levels. The entire sequence of the TERC gene was analyzed with particular attention to known mutations known to be associated with short telomeres. All samples appeared to be homozygous wild type for A-771G, C-99G, G305A, G322A, C323T, C408G, G450A, T467C, G508A, A514G, G623A, and C727G substitutions and for the 378Δ→3' deletion in the TERC gene. In addition, upon analysis of all samples for shelterin proteins, we observed a significant decrease in POT1 and RAP1 protein expression in the blood of FPTC patients compared with SPTC subjects. However, no mutations or polymorphisms were found when in the coding sequences of both genes. To our knowledge this is the first study of TERC mutations or alterations in the shelterin complex in relation to FPTC. Shorter telomeres observed in FPTC are not linked to mutations or polymorphisms in TERC, POT1, or RAP1 genes.